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Almost a year after the fall of the U.N.-backed Afghan Government and hastened retraction 

of U.S. troops, more than 24 million Afghans require humanitarian assistance as of today.1 

Under the biggest terrorist threat according to the Global Terrorism Index 2022,2 being a safe 

haven for militias such as the ISKP and Al-Qaeda, as of 2021, 55% of the Afghan population 

suffers from hunger, where almost 8.7 million Afghans have only one meal/day.3 Estimates 

from 2021, point out that more than 5.8 million people have been displaced since 2012, and 

nearly 6.5 million Afghans have turned into refugees in nearby states of Pakistan and Iran.4 

Scoring a poor 105.9 out of 120 in the Fragile States Index 2022,5 and with the growing 

economic crises, overarching inflation, and food insecurity, it becomes imperative to reflect on 

the priority that Afghanistan has on the World’s action plans. This blog attempts to navigate 

through the West’s engagement with Afghanistan since its takeover by the Taliban and reflect 

on the fulfillment of the requirements of the suffering Afghans. 

 

 

BIG NUMBERS, ONLY HUMANITARIAN IN NATURE 

Major Western associations and nation-states understand the catastrophic situation of 

Afghanistan and the dire needs of its citizens and hence, have taken up the responsibility of 
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providing assistance post the takeover by the Taliban where the European Union, as of 2022, 

has allocated little around €115 million in humanitarian aid on top of €222 million in 

humanitarian funding in 2021, totalling over €1.4 billion since 1994 for such purposes.6 These 

funds are channelled through their partners on the ground providing victims of forced 

displacement, war, and other natural hazards, with health care, food, water, sanitation, shelter 

etc. EU has also provided €1 million as a relief against the 5.9 magnitude earthquake that struck 

Afghanistan on the morning of June 22nd, 2022. For a similar purpose, the UK has provided 

just over $3m, and $55m from the USA to be channelled through the UN, Red Cross, and other 

relief bodies.7 Since 2021, the EU has also carried 600 tonnes of cargo in 19 humanitarian 

cargo flights carrying surgical equipment and medical supplies. The UK, this year, in March, 

hosted a virtual summit for donors to pledge aid for the UN’s aim for Afghanistan’s assistance 

fund. The UK has pledged to renew its $380 contribution from 2021 while Germany has 

stepped up with $220m financial support. With the major donor stepping in, the USA assists 

with an additional $204m in such humanitarian purposes,8 providing in total, over $814 million 

directly through its implementing partners.9 It has also mobilized an additional $1 billion for 

basic and urgent services with the World Bank and Asian Development Bank. The world power 

has introduced Afghan Fund as part its advancing diplomatic and humanitarian efforts where 

it aims to enable $3.5 billion of Da Afghanistan Bank (DAB) reserves for the benefit of the 

Afghans and the economy, cleverly away for the use of the Taliban which, in fact, are not new 

funds, but are DAB’s assets held in the United States. 

 

 

ATTENTION FADING AWAY 

Soon after the seizure of power by the Taliban in August 2021, the USA and other European 

countries suspended their bilateral assistance, the IMF blocked their access to credits and asset 

lines and World Bank stopped disbursements such that international donor assistance which 
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constituted 75% of Afghanistan’s Government’s expenditure had been halted10 leading the 

country to an economic downfall pushing many of the already suffering Afghans below the 

poverty line. Moreover, the US froze the Da Afghanistan Bank’s reserves which, on the flip, it 

is now reintroducing as the Afghan Fund for humanitarian purposes. As of December 2021, 

Doha serves as USA’s protecting power in Afghanistan, for it suspended diplomatic operations 

in Kabul (effective August 31, 2021) while establishing the Afghanistan Affairs Unit in Doha, 

Qatar as its diplomatic mission to Afghanistan, one that is nearly 1983 kilometers away from 

Kabul, starkly away from the center of attention of crisis in Kabul.11 Attention was also diverted 

from the deteriorating situations in the country when Russia invaded Ukraine such that this 

invasion overshadowed Afghanistan in news just as two successful rounds of talks between 

Taliban officials and Western diplomats took place in Qatar and Norway in January and 

February 2022.  
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Figure 1.1: Largest recipients of humanitarian aid worldwide as of July 2022, by 

country/plan (in million U.S. dollars).12 

It is also essential to point out that assistance funds were diverted towards the Ukraine-Russia 

War as depicted in figure 1.1 where Afghanistan is a close second to Ukraine. The CIA in a 

silent ‘over the horizon’ attack in July 2022, had successfully managed to kill Ayman  

al-Zawahiri, the then emir of Al-Qaeda, searched for almost a decade, however, by noon that 

day, this massive news of international importance was off the top of the New York Times’ 

website, depicting the importance given by the average American to the jihadist terrorism, 

which was far lower than the concern Americans had over USA’s public health, production, 

basic societal needs glorified by the failed management of COVID-19 in the country. 

 

 

BIG NUMBERS, NO REALITY 

In 2022, the UN Secretary General, António Guterres, considering the contemporary situation, 

has appealed for nearly $5 billion in aid for Afghanistan dividing $4.4bn for assistance within 

the country and $623m in aid for Afghans sheltering out in Afghan borders, which in total, is 

thrice last year’s appeal. However, only $2.4 bn has been pledged by donor countries at the 

conference.13 Additionally, the USA’s Special Inspector General for Afghanistan 

Reconstruction (SIGAR) underscores that far too much of the USA’s previous aid to the 

Afghan Government mistermed as ‘reconstruction’ was, in reality, spent on operation costs or 

construction of unrealistically optimistic projects such as the new silk road which had mere 

positive effects on the economy, counternarcotic and other projects as the underlying strategic 

goal and the original reason for the US military intervention lay in counterterrorism. This 

appeal for $5bn is dwarfed by the current needs and historical investment of trillions into the 

war. Humanitarian aid can only bridge the temporary gap caused by earthquakes, famines, 

floods, or droughts but it fails to act as a stable intervention to stabilize and develop the falling 

economy, and effective government and to develop basic education, health, and other 

infrastructures. It is also essential to recognize the narrow scope of such aid flows and their on-
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ground supply to remote areas and persons of genuine requirement. Additionally, the non-

recognition of the Taliban government has created a notion that conducting business in 

Afghanistan and sending money is out of bounds. 

 

 

NEED OF THE HOUR: LONG-LASTING FRAMEWORK 

For lasting progress in Afghanistan, the West needs to move forward from immediate 

‘humanitarian only’ and ‘humanitarian plus’ thinking towards developing long-term 

framework for open political engagement and discourse with the Taliban, probably, also 

reduction in sanctions, frozen funds (which is a controversial discussion), other conditions 

placed on them in order to monitor, document and discuss governance, rights, and economic 

issues, to rejuvenate a functioning financial system, preventing the Afghan economy’s 

speeding collapse. Even the Human Rights Watch, not one to give the Taliban a pass, said that 

in order to end the humanitarian crisis, one has to create “a plan to address assistance directly 

involving the Taliban.”14A serious effort such as setting up a private central bank, to bring back 

the economy is the need of the hour to prevent it from becoming a safe haven for various other 

terrorist groups and increasing narcotics production and trade, taking a steeper toll on an 

average suffering Afghan citizen. Part II follows with insights into Middle Eastern and Asian 

engagement with Afghanistan.  
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